Google Docs Student Integration Ideas

Math
• Formula Sheets for Student Reference
• Showing work, having students tell how they solved a problem
• Resources from class for absent students
• Homework Check off Sheets
• Student Help Desk: letting students get support from other students and the teacher
• Team work: students can discuss ways to solve problems

Reference
• Citation Sheets for projects
• Examples: for formatting papers
• “Check off Sheets” for editing
• Grammar tips

Science
• Class Resources
• Quiz Review Sheets
• Homework lists and assignments

Language
• Vocabulary lists
• “Digital Dictionaries”
• Immersion Discussions: Working on conversation
• Links: Taking students to additional resources

Reading
• Book discussions
• Quizzes and test prep
• Vocabulary
• Word walls: replacing over used terms
• Site word lists

Writing
• Journals
• Research projects
• Spelling lists
• Group essays
• Digital pen pals
• Editing student work and making revisions
• Digital dictionaries for new terms and spelling words
• Homophones: commonly mis-used words

Art
• Art Discussions: Showing examples and getting student feedback
• Listing different skills/techniques to work on
• Order of operations: What projects to finish first
• Links to examples

Classroom Organization
• Student of the Day
• Classroom Announcements
• Communication with Parents
• Rules/Expectations
• Paper Resources
• Student Handbook
• Classroom Supply Lists
• Classroom Schedule
• Volunteer Opportunities
• Extra Credit Assignments
• Emergency Procedures

Differentiating and Enrichment
• Alternative Assignments
• Web Quest Links (for students who need extra challenges)
• Digital Einsteins
• Assigning Experts: Students can be a resource to others in areas of expertise
• Classroom Jobs: Have students complete class tasks to save time
• Help Desk: Ask questions about new learning without feeling embarrassed
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